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Cataloguing Project Update, September 2016 

 

FEC 1: Forfeited Estates Commission: Papers, 1552-1770 

This collection of deeds and other documents produced before the Commissioners 

of the Forfeited Estates and relating to the estates of persons attainted during the 

rebellion of 1715 has now been dated throughout the whole series. 

 

SP 35, 36 and 55: Jacobite Anniversaries 

As part of efforts to improve access to our eighteenth century collections, particularly 

in terms of our coverage of the Jacobite risings of 1715 and 1745, the Early Modern 

Team have recently completed a large cataloguing project to enhance our 

descriptions of parts of the State Paper series. With the help of a committed team of 

volunteers we have catalogued: 

• 31 volumes of SP 35: Secretaries of State: State Papers Domestic, George I, 1714-

1727 – totalling some 3167 items SP 35 (SP 35/1-24; SP 35/35-39; SP 35/71-73);  

• 33 volumes of SP 36: Secretaries of State: State Papers Domestic, George II, 

1718-1760 – totalling some 3401 items (SP 36/73-105); and  

• all 13 volumes of SP 55: Secretaries of State: State Papers Scotland: Letter Books, 

1713-1746 – totalling some 1799 items (SP 55/1-13). 

Overall: 8367 items 

These new descriptions will give both historians and family history researchers far 

greater access to this important collection, many of which have only been accessible 

by manuscript lists in the Map and Large Document Reading Room until now. 

 

HO 334: Home Office: Immigration and Nationality Department: Duplicate 

Certificates of Naturalisation, Declarations of British Nationality, and 

Declarations of Alienage (1870-1987) 

The British Nationality Project Stage 5 is complete. Since October 2015, we have 

created 1,000,320 items, broken down by certificate type issued from 1949 to 1987, 

namely: 

• R1 = 199,309 

• R2 = 12,410 

• R3 = 99,137 
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• R4 = 58 

• R5 = 49 

• R6 = 67,064 

• M = 58,767 

• Number range 300000 and over = 563,526 

All pieces in the series of HO 334 have now been itemised with the exception of the 

following 10 pieces: 

• HO 334/1570, 1664, 2680, 3205, 3215, 3926 (all missing at transfer) 

• HO 334/65, 1462, 1463 (numbers not used) 

• HO 334/261 (index to names) 

In total, the series HO 334 contains 1,237,852 items relating to nationality records 

issued between 1870 and 1987, making it much easier for users to access records 

by name for subjects born more than 100 years ago or by certificate number.  

 

WO 374: WW1 Officer’s personal files 

The Friends of the National Archives have now catalogued the last of the WO 374 

First World War officers’ files. They have expanded the descriptions of 77,833 files to 

include the full names and regiments of the men and women in the series. The 

addition of information to the description means it is now easier for readers and staff 

to separate similar entries and order files with greater confidence of finding the 

correct officer. Famous names include Ralph Vaughan-Williams and Mark Sykes. 


